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the apathy of the workers which had killed the Daily
Citi%ent another Labour organ started in 1912; it was a
war casualty* Whether the Daily Worker^ which made its
appearance in 19 30, will be able to grip more firmly the
interest and loyalty of a sufficient number of the masses to
make it a success has yet to be proved*
The failure of the Herald to do this so long as it was
under Party management was due to its small size, its
poverty which prevented it from offering insurance, the
impossibility of getting a complete paper containing late
news into the northern parts of the country and into
Wales (its rivals published at Manchester as well as in
London), and the lukewarm Labour sympathies of all save
a small section of the working classes* George Lansbury
found himself forced to depend largely on support from
sympathizers, and when this proved, as it always does,
a collapsible buttress of putty, he turned the paper over
to the Trade Union Congress and the Labour Party*
They ran it for some eight years, working up the sale at
one time to between four and five hundred thousand
copies a day* But that number of purchasers did not
interest advertisers* In continual subsidy lay the only
hope of keeping it alive* The Labour Party had dropped
its contribution; the Trade Unions could not face the
prospect of carrying the cost alone* Odhams, the
publishers of many journals, took it in hand, and by
immense vigour forced the sale up until it reached within
less than five years two millions, at that time the largest
of all*
Every sort of circulation " stunt" was used* Clouds of
paid canvassers went about securing registered readers,
gifts were offered to unpaid boosters who could enrol their
friends, competitions with very large prizes were announced
one after another. Fearless enterprise and dogged

